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Abstrakt 
 Príspevok sa zaoberá tepelnou úpravou materiálu určeného pre výrobu strižných 
nástrojov progresívnou  elektroerozívnou metódou obrábania. Hlavným cieľom príspevku je 
detailne popísať postup tepelného spracovania oceľových blokov z nástrojovej ocele EN ISO 
9676 X210Cr12 (STN 19 436) vrátane procesov prebiehajúcich vo vnútri základného materiálu. 
Z dôvodu priaznivých mechanických vlastností patrí nástrojová oceľ EN ISO 9676 X210Cr12 
(STN 19 436) medzi najčastejšie materiály, používané pri výrobe strižných nástrojov. Ide 
o chrómovú oceľ s vysokou odolnosťou proti opotrebeniu oterom a zároveň odolávajúcu 
rozmerovým zmenám aj pri zvýšených teplotách. Keďže daný materiál má vysokú pevnosť, 
možno očakávať aj zvýšené nároky na rezné podmienky. Efektívnou a zároveň v praxi najviac 
používanou metódou pre výrobu týchto nástrojov sa preto javí elektroerozívne obrábanie, ktoré 
zaručuje vysokú kvalitu a presnosť obrábania. [1,2] V niektorých prípadoch je prakticky jedinou 
metódou, ktorou možno vyrobiť komplikované vnútorné tvary strižných nástrojov a dodržať 
vysokú presnosť kontúry rezu. Zároveň táto metóda nekladie žiadne obmedzenia z hľadiska 
pevnosti materiálov, pretože k úberu materiálu dochádza elektrickým výbojom nie 
mechanickým pôsobením rezného nástroja, ako je to u konvenčných spôsobov obrábania. Aby 
mohli byť splnené všetky kvalitatívne požiadavky, ktoré sú kladené na strižné nástroje, je 
nevyhnutné pred samotným rezným procesom vykonať tepelnú úpravu polotovaru. Nevhodné, 
respektíve nekvalitné tepelné spracovanie má výrazný dopad nielen na výslednú kvalitu 
a presnosť strižného nástroja, ale predovšetkým na jeho životnosť. Navrhnutý postup bol 
realizovaný na experimentálnom oceľovom bloku v konkrétnych podmienkach firmy, ktorá sa 
zaoberá výrobou strižných nástrojov. Výsledky experimentu boli verifikované z hľadiska 
dosiahnutej výslednej kvality tvrdosti základného materiálu po martenzitickom kalení 
a dvojfázovom popúšťaní vo vákuovej peci metódou Rockwell. Príspevok tiež uvádza možné 
príčiny vzniku nedostatkov kvality polotovaru vrátane vzniku porúch tepelného spracovania a 
odporúčaní, ktoré majú zamedziť vznik nepodarkov. 
 
 

Abstract 
 The paper deals with heat treating of material assigned for shearing tools production 
by progressive electroerosion method of machining. The main aim of the contribution is to 
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describe in detail the procedure of heat treatment of tool-steel blocks made from steel EN ISO 
9676 X210Cr12 (STN 19 436) including processes taking place inside basic material. Because 
of its favourable mechanical properties, tool steel EN ISO 9676 X210Cr12 (STN 19 436) 
belongs to materials most used for shearing tools production. It is a chrome steel with high wear-
resistance, and resistance to dimension variations at high temperatures. Since the given material 
is of high strength, demanding machining conditions are to be expected too. Effective, and at the 
same time the most used method for production from this steel appears to be electroerosion 
machining which ensures high quality and machining precision. [1,2] In certain cases, it is the 
only method that enables production of complicated internal shapes of shearing tools and 
keeping of high cut contour precision. In addition, this method does not impose any restrictions 
concerning material strength, because material removal is carried out by electric discharge, and 
not by mechanical impact of cutting tool, as it is usual at conventional machining. To satisfy all 
the quality requirements on shearing tools, it is necessary to apply heat treatment on semiproduct 
before actual machining process.  Unsuitable or low-quality heat treating has significant impact 
not only on resultant quality and precision of shearing tool, but, above all, on its operating life. 
Proposed procedure was realized on experimental steel block in particular conditions of 
company that produces shearing tools. Results of the experiment were verified from the view 
point of achieved resultant hardness quality of basic material after martensitic quenching and 2-
phase tempering in vacuum furnace, applying Rockwell method. The paper also presents 
possible causes of semiproduct quality insufficiencies including heat treating defects, and gives 
recommendations for preventing of production wasters.  
 

Keywords: Electroerosion Machining, Quenching, Tempering, Heat Treating, Hardness of 
Surface, Wire Electrical Discharge Machining (WEDM) 

 
 

1. Introduction into Experimental Heat Treatment Procedure of the Sample  
 In shearing tools manufacturing, it is necessary to prepare basic material block at first. 
Dimensions of the block represent outer dimensions of the shearing tool. The block can be made 
by conventional machining, e. g. milling, grinding, etc. [3] Due to rough machining of basic 
semiproduct, an internal stress in steel block is present. It is necessary to remove this internal 
stress by interstage annealing, especially after substantial material removals at cutting operations 
but, first of all, for non-symetric shapes of semiproducts. Concerning tools such as shearing 
tools that must withstand extreme stress, it is vital to harden semiproducts to high hardness 
values in order to increase their operating life. However, the quenching causes high internal 
stress due to different cooling intensities of block surface and block core. This stress must be 
removed by tempering. Otherwise material deformations could emerge during electroerosion 
cutting, and in extreme cases, brittle fracture may occur due to extreme internal stress. [3, 4] 
 
 

2. Annealing of the Sample for Internal Stress Removal  
 The sample (during experiment it was steel block of dimensions 250 x 250 mm, 
50 mm thick) was placed into vacuum furnace with temperature 260 °C. After equalizing of 
surface and core temperatures, the furnace temperature was increased to 650 °C, with start-up 
time to annealing temperature 80 min. Then 2 hours holding time followed. The block was then 
cooling in furnace to 400 °C, and next it was cooling to surrounding temperature freely in room 
air (Fig. 1).  
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Fig.1 Time course of block with tool steel EN ISO 9676 X210Cr12 annealing  

 
 

 To prevent decarburization of sample surface, the annealing was carried out in 
vacuum furnace. As an alternative, annealing in inert atmosphere can be applied.    
 

 

3. Quenching of the Sample for Basic Material Hardness Increase   
 Heating up of the block to quenching temperature was done this way: the block was 
placed into the cooled-down vacuum furnace and heated up by heating rate 220 °C.h-1 to 850 °C 
with holding time until temperatures equalized through the whole cross-section. From the 
temperature of the last pre-heating, rapid heating to quenching temperature was applied. When 
quenching temperature on the surface was reached, holding time approx. 70 min. followed in 
order to equalize temperatures of the surface and of the core of the steel block. Immediately after 
temperature equalizing of the surface and of the core, rapid cooling followed before the surface 
temperature could drop below 960 °C. Quenching medium was oil with temperature 80 ÷ 
100 °C, which is the only possibility to achieve sufficient cooling rate especially in blocks of 
substantial thickness. In this case, air-flow quenching cannot be applied because in blocks of 
dimensions above 200 x 120 mm or diameters above ∅160 mm with maximum cooling air 
pressure of 1 MPa, the precipitation of carbides on austenite grain edges or ferrite grain edges 
would occur, depending on cooling rate and steel chemical composition. This would eventually 
lead to deterioration of material mechanical properties. 
 

 
Fig.2 Dependence of Resultant Hardness of Steel Block (Material EN ISO 9676 X210Cr12) on Quenching Temperature 
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 From the diagram obtained in experiment (Fig. 2) it can be concluded that the highest 
hardness of EN ISO 9676 X210Cr12 steel can be reached at quenching temperature of approx. 
960 °C. Since during experiment quenching temperature 1020 °C was applied, it can be assumed 
that resultant hardness after quenching will range in 63 ÷ 64 HRC.   
 In order to achieve optimal steel structure and thus optimal mechanical properties, it 
was inevitable to cool the block with maximum possible rate, taking into account block shape 
and its possible deformations, and also CCT (Continuous Cooling Transformation) diagram. To 
ensure these requirements, oil was applied as a cooling medium.  
 Following figure presents three alternatives of cooling rates during quenching of EN 
ISO 9676 X210 CR12 steel in order to achieve resultant martensitic structure. The cooling rates 
courses are drawn into CCT diagram for a given steel.  

 
Fig.3 Influence of Quenching Rate on Structure Change of EN ISO 9676 X210Cr12 Steel in CCT Diagram 

 
 

• Line I in diagram shows continuous course of quenching. Transition through 
temperatures Ms and Mf is sharp, with consequence of enormous stress inside material.  

• Line II shows broken course of quenching, where at first, rapid cooling to temperature 
closely above Ms is applied, then the intensity of cooling decreases, this leads to a 
decrease of internal stress.  

• Line III shows course of so-called martempering, in which the first phase of cooling is 
identical to the previous two courses. When the hardened material temperature closely 
above Ms is reached, constant temperature is held for a certain time in order to equalize 
temperatures on surface and in hardened material core. Holding time for EN ISO 9676 
X210Cr12 material must not exceed 30 min., otherwise structural change from 
austenite to bainite would occur. The importance of the latter quenching procedure is 
essential mainly in such demanding products as moulds, shearing tools, etc.  

 On the basis of these facts, sufficiently high cooling rate was chosen particularly in 
first phase of quenching, to ensure formation of hard martensitic structure.  Otherwise bainite 
would form, this would deteriorate mechanical properties. From the mentioned possibilities, the 
most effective quenching procedure appears to be III (the third) way of quenching, because of 
low chance of quenching cracks. When surface temperature of steel block reached the range 450 
÷ 400 °C, cooling intensity was decreased for 30 min. in order to equalize surface and core 
temperatures. Temperature difference between the surface and the core should not exceed 95 °C 
during quenching.     
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4. Tempering of the Sample for Removal of Internal Stress after Quenching    
 Directly before electroerosion, it is necessary to temper the metal block in order to 
reduce brittleness caused by martensitic quenching. Tempering is based on partial structural 
change of the material and is accompanied by undesirable phenomenon: hardness decrease of 
basic material. Minimal hardness decrease of tool steel EN ISO 9676 X210Cr12 occurs at 
tempering temperature up to 180 °C, when tetragonal martensite transforms into cubic 
martensite. Applying of temperatures ranging from 180 °C to 300 °C causes significant decrease 
of material brittleness as a result of residual austenite transformation into ferrite. At temperatures 
above 300 °C, extreme brittleness drop occurs accompanied with significant hardness decrease 
of basic material as a consequence of total martensite decomposition into fine ferritic structure. 
From the viewpoint of optimal ratio of hardness and brittleness decrease of basic material, it is 
appropriate to apply tempering temperature 220 °C. For experimental steel block with tool steel 
EN ISO 9676 X210Cr12, 2-phase tempering at the same temperature (220 °C) was applied, 
whilst this temperature was chosen with regard of measured hardness after quenching and after 
first tempering.  
 In the same way as in quenching, also during tempering it is inevitable to protect 
material surface from decarburization and oxidation in vacuum furnace or by inert atmosphere.  
 

 
Fig.4 Dependence Diagram of Resultant Basic Material (Steel X210Cr12) Hardness Value HRC after Tempering on 

Tempering Temperature 
 
 

 From the diagram obtained in experiment it can be concluded that the highest 
hardness value of steel block basic material EN ISO 9676 X210Cr12 can be achieved by 
tempering if it was hardened at 1060 °C. At the experiment, lower quenching temperature was 
applied (approx. 1020 °C), so expected resultant hardness after tempering is approx. 58 HRC. 
Hardness of basic material after tempering (for removal of internal stress after quenching) drops 
approx. by 5 HRC.    
 
 

5. Experimental Verification of Heat Treating Results    
 Metal block hardness test after quenching at 1020 °C and 2-phase tempering at 
220 °C was carried out by Rockwell method. [6] Following figure shows placements of hardness 
testing spots on experimental sample.  
 Following table presents measured values of basic material hardness of the sample 
made from tool steel EN ISO 9676 X210Cr12 after martensitic quenching and 2-phase 
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tempering. Overall course of hardness changes of experimental sample basic material during all 
heat-treatment phases is recorded in figure 5. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.5 Experimental Hardness Measurement after Quenching and Tempering of Steel Block EN ISO 9676 X210Cr12 

 
 
  Table 1  Sample Hardness Values Measured after Quenching and Tempering 

Testing spot 
Hardness values HRC of basic material 

After  quenching After 1st 
tempering 

After 2nd 
tempering 

No. 1 65 62 60 
No. 2 64 61 59 
No. 3 65 62 59 
No. 4 65 62 60 
No. 5 64 61 59 
No. 6 65 61 59 

Mean values 64,6 61,5 59,3 
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Fig.6 Hardness Course in Particular Phases of Heat Treatment of Steel Block Made from Tool Steel X210Cr12 

 
 

 From the diagram we can see hardness growth after martensitic quenching at 1020 °C 
by 39,6 HRC. In order to remove internal stress, 2-phase tempering at 220 °C was applied. This 
decreased internal stress after quenching, however, it also caused mild decrease of basic material 
hardness. In the first phase the decrease was 3,1 HRC, in the second phase 2,2 HRC.     
 
 

6. Conclusions and Discussions of Experiment Results   
 The paper presents results of the proposal for tool steel EN ISO 9676 X210Cr12 heat 
treating. This material is assigned for shearing tools production by electroerosion machining. 
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Selection of the material for the experiment was based on its mechanical properties, and on 
practical experience of tool smiths who use this material often in shearing tools production. [7] 
The paper describes in detail particular phases of heat treating of experimental steel block: 
annealing, quenching, and tempering. Proposed procedure takes into account specifics of 
shearing tools production by electroerosion machining technology that imposes high quality 
requirements on semiproducts heat treatment. In the first phase of sample heat treatment, 
annealing for removal of cutting-caused stress was proposed. Since shearing tools must have 
high hardness of basic material through the whole cross-section, the most suitable was 
application of martensitic quenching at 1020 °C. To ensure that required hardness will be 
reached, i. e. that austenite will transform into martensite, it was necessary to guarantee intensive 
enough cooling of material during quenching.  Certain risk in this intensive and at the same time 
non-controlled cooling is posed by material thermal expansion which generates extreme internal 
stress in basic material. This can cause destruction of material compactness. So it was inevitable 
to find optimal cooling rate, i. e. such rate that would approach higher critical martensitic 
temperature. To keep to this cooling rate in practice is very demanding, or even impossible in 
certain cases. That is why the cooling rate applied in quenching was slightly higher than critical 
cooling rate according to CCT diagram. The last phase of steel block heat treating was 2-phase 
tempering at 220 °C. The result of this heat treatment was significant decrease of internal stress 
that appeared during intensive cooling of basic material, brittleness decreased too. Negative 
accompanying phenomenon was drop of basic material hardness from 64,6 HRC to 59,3 HRC. 
Experiments were carried out directly in company producing shearing tools. The results of the 
experiments were confronted with general knowledge from the field of tool steels heat treating. 
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